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A. Handle geometry provides controlled lowering B. Raised thumbprint texture for intuitive 
placement C. Unhindered rope path for smooth feed D. Index finger guide for proper placement

Left and above: Brenna Priest and Erica Lineberry at the New River Gorge. p. Dan Brayack

VERGO
The Vergo emphasizes ergonomics and human-device 
interaction to deliver exceptionally safe performance. 
Clear physical and visual indicators reaffirm correct 
usage, and the geometry reduces the likelihood 
of misuse. There is never a need to override the 
device, even when feeding slack for a clip. Smooth 
feeding and lowering complete the experience.

BLUE 28622-300 $89.95 
GOLD 28622-400 $89.95 
PURPLE 28622-700 $89.95

NEW

VERGO

VERGO

A.

C.

B.

D.
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GYM CUTS
Improve your gym 
climbing experience

30 M-FUSC 93099-707-30     $89.95  
40 M-FUSC 93099-707-40     $109.95 
30 M-BLUE 93099-300-30     $89.95  
40 M-BLUE 93099-300-40     $109.95

Never wait for a gym lead rope 
again. Trango Gym Cuts make 
indoor lead climbing more fun 
than ever by offering outdoor 
performance you expect in a 
gym-appropriate length. No 
more bulging, fuzzy gym cords 
– Gym Cuts bring a smooth 
handling, durable solution 
to any climber’s gym kit. 

WEIGHT: 62.6 G/M
IMPACT FORCE: 7.9
UIAA FALLS: 7
UIAA CERTIFIED SINGLE ROPE

LOTUS 9.9
A work-horse masquerading 
as a skinny rope

60 M 93099-707-60     $189.00
70 M 93099-707-70      $220.50

If you need a light rope that will 
take loads of abuse, this is the 
cord for you. The Lotus balances 
handling, weight, and durability for 
unmatched versatility and safety.

WEIGHT: 62.6 G/M
IMPACT FORCE: 7.9 
UIAA FALLS: 7
UIAA CERTIFIED SINGLE ROPE

TITAN 10.2
Great handling in a 
durable package

60 M 93102-700-60      $189.00

The Titan delivers great 
handling in a durability-minded 
package. For day-in, day-out 
cragging, this rope will be 
with you for the long haul.  
  
WEIGHT: 69 G/M
IMPACT FORCE: 7.9
UIAA FALLS: 11
UIAA CERTIFIED SINGLE ROPE

AMPHIBIAN 8.1
From meandering rock
to sketchy mixed

60 M-BLUE   93081-300-60    $184.95  
70 M-BLUE   93081-300-70    $209.95 
60 M-YELLOW   93081-400-60    $184.95 
70 M-YELLOW   93081-400-70    $209.95

These ropes live up to their name: 
certified as both twin and double, 
equally at home on ice or rock, the 
Amphibians are your best option for a 
highly versatile, light and durable rope. 
They come standard with Duo Dry to 
boost performance, lifespan, and safety. 

WEIGHT: 42 G/M
IMPACT FORCE: 5.2 (DOUBLE), 8.9 (TWIN)
UIAA FALLS: 8 (DOUBLE), 18 (TWIN)
UIAA CERTIFIED DOUBLE AND TWIN

DIAMOND 9.4
Our single rope of choice

60 M 93094-200-60      $194.95   
70 M 93094-200-70      $224.95

The Diamond is our rope of choice for 
everything from redpoint burns to big 
routes with long approaches. Exceptionally 
durable for its narrow diameter, this 
rope is more than just eye-catching. 

WEIGHT: 59.1 G/M
IMPACT FORCE: 7.9
UIAA FALLS: 7
UIAA CERTIFIED SINGLE ROPE

CATALYST 9.0 with Unicore™ Technology
Spark a revolution

70 M 93090-205-70  $259.95  
80 M 93090-205-80  $298.95

The Catalyst 9.0mm sparks a revolution in 
skinny rope workloads. Unicore™ technology 
bonds the sheath and core together for 
unparalleled performance and the same fall 
rating as many 10.0mm ropes. This cord is a 
lightweight solution for everything from hard 
sends to long alpine routes and outperforms 
other skinny ropes in the event of sheath 
damage – why risk it with anything else? 
Available in 70m and 80m lengths with middle 
marks and Duo Dry protection on every rope. 

WEIGHT: 55 G/M
IMPACT FORCE: 8.2
UIAA FALLS: 7
UIAA CERTIFIED FOR SINGLE, DOUBLE AND TWIN USE

ROPES

UPDATED

Alex Johnson explores the coastal climbing of Tonsai, Thailand. p. Bearcam Media
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NEW

IATI
Maximize your connection to the rock 
41007 $170.00 
      
The Iati takes Tenaya’s unrivaled ability to create comfortable high 
performance shoes to the next level. The last features a down-camber in 
the mid-foot and the most down-turn in the toebox of any Tenaya model. 
A combination of natural and synthetic leather, coupled with a cotton liner, 
make the Iati a breathable shoe that maintains a consistent fit. Features 
like the Draxtor lacing system and RB RangeX technology create the 
responsiveness and versatility for which Tenaya is known. Handcrafted quality 
and a 3.5mm Vibram XS Grip outsole complete this remarkable shoe.

SOLE: VIBRAM XS GRIP 3.5 MM / INSOLE: 2D MULTI-LAYER STRETCH TEX
MATERIAL: NATURAL LEATHER MICROFIBER
FASTENER: VELCRO, DRAXTOR PAT       
 

TARIFA 
A powerhouse of performance
41006 $165.00 
      
The Tarifa is a powerhouse of performance thanks to MRRB Technology 
(Maximum Range of Response and Balance). Its conforming last and 
mid-stiff midsole are sensitive enough for steep terrain, but hold up to 
the demands of vertical edging on tiny holds. The speed-lace system 
offers quick entry with the precision fit of a lace-up, and the 3.5mm 
Vibram XS Grip rubber provides unmatched friction and durability. 
As with all Tenaya shoes, the comfort and quality are unrivaled.

SOLE: VIBRAM XS GRIP 3.5 MM / INSOLE: 2D MULTI-LAYER STRETCH TEX
MATERIAL: MICROFIBER / LINING: COTTON WITH TXT TREATMENT
FASTENER: SPEED LACE       
 

OASI 
Game changer
41005 $165.00  
      
The Oasi will radically change how you think about high performance shoes. 
Its down-turn and down-camber are ideally suited for steep climbs, but you 
will immediately notice the edging and smearing performance as well - a true 
distinction. The 3.5mm Vibram XS Grip outsole and highly sensitive midsole 
make the Oasi feel like an extension of your foot rather than a box around it, 
and the comfort is unparalleled. The two straps utilize Draxtor Technology to 
provide a fine tuned fit, and you can expect consistent performance throughout 
the life of the shoe, thanks to the synthetic upper and cotton lining.

SOLE: VIBRAM XS GRIP 3.5 MM / INSOLE: 2D MULTI-LAYER STRETCH TEX
MATERIAL: MICROFIBER / LINING: COTTON WITH TXT TREATMENT
FASTENER: VELCRO, DRAXTOR® PAT SYSTEM      
  

TANTA
Begin with performance
41008 $99.00

Created with Tenaya’s new M4 technology, the Tanta features exceptional 
comfort and many qualities of our highest performance shoes. Neither 
too stiff nor too soft, slightly curved, with glove-like fit and dynamic 
response, the Tanta performs great in all kinds of situations. Expect 
the Tanta to make your climbing feel easier and more intuitive, leading 
your footwork to flow in a natural and precise way. 

SOLE: 4MM / INSOLE: TST MULTI-LAYER STRETCH TEX
MATERIAL: MICROFIBER / LINING: COTTON WITH TXT TREATMENT
FASTENER: VELCRO  

 

2016

Editors’ Choice

NEW

TENAYA

TENAYA

Ethan Pringle on Old Greg (V11/14b), Bishop, CA. p. Bearcam Media
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RA
Versatile performance
41003 $140.00

The Ra’s slightly down-cambered last and low-volume heel provide incredible power in 
the toe-box and a responsiveness like you’ve never felt. It’s an extremely versatile and 
comfortable shoe that can go from winning World Championships with Ramon Julian, to 
dime-edging up the steepest slabs. Toe-in and smear with confidence thanks to the Vibram 
XS Grip rubber. The cotton lining and synthetic upper ensure you always know what to 
expect out of your Tenayas, because stretch is almost non-existent. The Ra features the 
most versatile fit of the Tenaya line, with a mid-volume and mid-width last. 

SOLE: VIBRAM XS GRIP 4MM / INSOLE: TST MULTI-LAYER STRETCH TEX
MATERIAL: MICROFIBER / LINING: COTTON WITH TXT TREATMENT 
FASTENER: VELCRO 

TATANKA 
Sensitive precision
41004 $150.00  

The Tatanka features a highly asymmetrical last for an aggressive attacking angle on cutting 
edge climbs. The sensitive midsole and stretchy neoprene tongue make the Tatanka fit like a 
glove, allowing you to move through steep terrain with exact precision. This shoe has onsighted 
14d with the help of Alex Megos, but it won’t turn its nose up at easier pitches. Whether 
you’re crushing on the steeps, or looking for the utmost in comfort, the Tatanka is a safe bet. 
The last has a larger heel cup than the Ra, and a slightly lower volume in the forefoot. Also, 
climbers with a longer second toe will feel right at home in the Tatanka. As with all Tenayas, 
the consistency of performance is top notch, thanks to the cotton lining and synthetic upper.

SOLE: VIBRAM XS GRIP 4MM / INSOLE: TST MULTI-LAYER STRETCH TEX
MATERIAL: MICROFIBER / LINING: COTTON WITH TXT TREATMENT
FASTENER: SPEED-LACE 

MASAI
Edging master
41002 $140.00 

The Masai is designed to climb everything, and to climb it well. On long multipitch routes, you 
encounter many types of terrain, and you need a single shoe that can excel everywhere and 
remain comfortable. The Masai is built on a narrower, more symmetrical last than the other Tenaya 
models, and it delivers edging power like no other. A supportive mid-sole keeps your confidence 
level high and your feet feeling strong throughout the day, and the low-volume heel creates a snug 
fit. Climbers around the world count on the Masai when they need to know exactly what to expect 
from their shoe, every time: power, precision, and comfort.   

SOLE: VIBRAM XS GRIP 4MM / INSOLE: TST MULTI-LAYER STRETCH TEX
MATERIAL: MICROFIBER / LINING: COTTON WITH TXT TREATMENT
FASTENER: LACE-UP 

INTI
Powerful performer
41001 $130.00  

The Inti is a powerhouse in a sensitive and comfortable package. Whether you’re looking for a 
high quality first pair of shoes or an all-around performer for a season of projecting, the Inti has 
you covered. It features a similar last to the best-selling Ra, but with a slightly narrower and 
lower volume fit. Vibram XS Grip rubber is the leader in performance and durability, and will keep 
you secure on tiny edges and slick smears. The quality construction shines through the lifespan 
and dependability of this shoe – expect consistent performance that outlasts the competition.

SOLE: VIBRAM XS GRIP 4MM / INSOLE: TST MULTI-LAYER STRETCH TEX
MATERIAL: MICROFIBER / LINING: COTTON WITH TXT TREATMENT
FASTENER: VELCRO

Alex Megos on Lucid Dreaming (V15), Buttermilks, CA. p. Ken Etzel
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CORD TRAPPER ROPE TARP
Packable function

4’ X 5’  22123 $19.95

The Cord Trapper is designed to function exactly like a rope 
bag - minus the bag. Keep your rope clean and tangle free, 
then roll it up, tighten the strap, and slide it in your pack. 
The Cord Trapper’s simple design reduces weight, bulk, 
and cost, while providing all the benefits of a traditional 
rope bag for those who carry their rope in a pack. 

CRAG PACK 
Climbing just got even better

REGULAR-GREEN 22130-200 $99.00
REGULAR-BLUE 22130-300  $99.00
SHORT-ORANGE 22131-600 $99.00
SHORT-PURPLE 22131-700  $99.00
      
Could climbing be any more fun? Yes, it could - thanks to the Trango Crag Pack. With features designed to make dealing 
with gear a breeze, a comfortable carry, and a simple design, your climbing experience is about to get even better.

• Mesh Shoe Pouch keeps your shoes from being smashed inside the pack and lets them breathe between climbs
• Mini Tarp provides a clean place to set your gear 
• Side Access Zipper for quick entry
• Guidebook Pocket allows access on the approach without taking the pack off
• 48L(Regular) and 42L (Short) Volume and Tapered Shape for stress-free packing – a rope bag easily fits inside!
• 25 Mini Waste Liners keep messy trash off your gear
• Titan Wrap fabric keeps the pack upright and adds durability
• Two Exterior Straps, perfect for an extra jacket, a helmet, or even an extra rope
• Now available in short torso models!

RATION PACK 
Master of multipitching

RATION PACK   22132 $49.95
HAULING COVER 22133 $11.95

      
Trango’s Ration Pack has you covered for long days on 
the wall with these climbing-specific features:
• Approach shoe attachment to save interior space 
• Removable and replaceable cover for protection on crux pitch hauls
• Volume expansion sleeve for easier access at hanging belays
• Single ice axe attachment
• Two small internal pockets and one bladder sleeve
• Comfortable fit with adjustable sternum strap 

and low-profile, removable hip belt
• 18L volume

40 CAL CHALK BAG
All chalk bags are not created equal

BLUE 22113-300 $14.00
GREEN 22113-200 $14.00

• Powderseal keeps chalk from escaping
• Secure brush sleeve and Velcro pocket
• Resilient support around opening
• Belt included

CONCEALED CARRY 
CHALK BAG
Dry hands, clean gear

SILVER 22114-501 $16.95
GOLD 22114-400 $16.95

The Concealed Carry Chalk Bag’s innovative 
hood quickly and conveniently prevents 
chalk from covering the inside of your 
pack. A low-profile stash pocket keeps 
the hood out of your way while climbing 
and ready to deploy when you pack up.

RATION CAPSULE
For fast and light endeavors

BLUE 22131-200 $14.95
GREEN 22131-300 $14.95

It’s easy to get most items onto your harness 
and off your shoulders, but where do you put a 
headlamp, energy bars, and other small items? 
The Ration Capsule provides a streamlined, 
easy-to-access place for all your small essentials 
on fast and light multipitch endeavors.

ANTIDOTE ROPE BAG
25L BAG    4’X5’ TARP 22121 $34.00 

The Antidote features two padded/removable straps 
that allow it to be carried as a backpack or shoulder 
bag. The oversized tarp provides a clean surface for 
your rope and other gear and the ideally placed green 
and red tie-off loops mean less bending over. Plus, 
the tarp window shows which rope you have stashed 
inside and its burly construction and metal buckles 
mean it will stand up to abuse season after season. 
 

< tarp window 

NEW

NEW
NEW

COLORS: 

PACKS AND BAGS

Chris Barlow tests the basalt columns on Cerro Colorado in Patagonia. p. Justin Talbot

PACKS AND BAGS
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RACK TAGS
Easy to apply, Rack Tags are essential 
for helping you identify your gear

BLACK 22301-500  $5.95
BLUE 22301-300  $5.95
GREEN 22301-200  $5.95
GREY 22301-505  $5.95
PINK 22301-705  $5.95
MAROON 22301-105  $5.95
ORANGE 22301-600   $5.95
PURPLE 22301-700  $5.95
RED 22301-100  $5.95
TEAL 22301-205   $5.95
YELLOW 22301-400  $5.95

EUROTAPE
Accept no substitutes

SINGLE PACKAGED 22201 $4.99
CASE (32 ROLLS) 22232 $159.68

EuroTape has long been recognized as the 
gold standard in areas like Indian Creek, 
where tape choice is more important than 
shoe choice. Whether you’re taping your 
whole mitt or just that tweaked tendon, 
EuroTape outperforms the competition. 
It has strong adhesive, easy tearing, 
great texture, incredible durability, and no 
stretch thanks to the cotton/poly blend. 

MTAPE
100% cotton athletic tape

RED 22203-100  $3.99
PINK 22203-705  $3.99
PURPLE 22203-700  $3.99
ORANGE 22203-600  $3.99
BLUE 22203-300  $3.99
GOLD 22203-400  $3.99

MTape is available in 6 colors to add 
some variety and fun to your tape gloves 
and tendon support. Mix and match, or 
go with one solid color with this time-
tested, 100% cotton athletic tape.

GUNPOWDER CHALK
Ammunition for success

200G 22501 $7.50

Incredibly fine ground magnesium 
carbonate creates a longer lasting 
coating of chalk, which means you 
don’t have to dip into your bag as 
often. Whether you’re on a casual 
pitch or focused on an ascent 
that demands your full attention, 
Gunpowder chalk provides the 
ammunition you need for success.

SQUID
The UnClip Stick! Flawlessly clip rope 
and hang draws, as well as unclip them

70 G  21910 $29.95 
   
 

SQUID POLE
The necessary companion to your Squid
extends to 8’

8-FEET / 2 SECTIONS 21918 $24.95 
   
   
   

BETA STICK
Simple, light, and compact safety

COMPACT (9’)  21900-27 $66.95
STANDARD (12’) 21900-32 $74.95
  
The Beta Stick series takes stick 
clipping to a new level of convenience. 
If you’re tired of using tape and a tree 
branch or carrying around a painter’s 
pole, this compact and effective design 
is for you. If you’re planning to travel 
by air, the Compact is an excellent 
choice. The Standard length offers 
3 additional feet of reach and is only 
6” longer when packed. 

PIRANHA KNIFE
The perfect micro climbing knife

20 G 25011 $19.95  
 
The Piranha includes a thumb tab for 
one handed opening, locking blade, 
carabiner hole, and beer liberator.

SHARK NUT TOOL
A nut tool and knife in one 

83 G 25013 $24.95 

BARRACUDA KNIFE
BLUE 25012-300 $24.95     
ORANGE 25012-600 $24.95

A lightweight alpine knife with a 
stainless steel locking blade, carabiner 
hole, and beer liberator.     

SMC DESCENDING RINGS
Lightweight descent option
  
14 KN - 11 G 681600 $3.20

SMC CRx PULLEY
Silky smooth, lightweight pulley

22 KN - 51 G                   657303 $15.40

SMC RIGGING RING
The ultimate climbing accessory

32 KN - 26 G 681505 $4.90

JAWS
Lightweight, enhanced friction, 
multi-mode device

BLUE 68 G 28612 $26.95

PYRAMID
Incredibly versatile, durable and 
lightweight belay/rappel device

GREY 68 G  28611   $19.95 
    
   
 

ACCESSORIES

Jake Miller and Jason Haas race the sun to RMNP’s Diamond for the first ascent of Bongalong, CO. p. Jon Glassberg
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Drew Ruana showing that he can Just Do It, 14c, Smith Rock, OR. p. Nathan Gerhardt

Melissa Love

Melissa Love dials it in. Oliana, Spain. p. Jeff Rueppel
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ROCK CLIMBER’S TRAINING MANUAL
ROCK CLIMBERS TRAINING MANUAL 22812 $28.95 
THREE SEASON TRAINING LOG 22813 $3.95 

The definitive guide to the Rock Prodigy Training Method, this hard-hitting and direct training program guarantees that anyone 
who has hit a plateau in their climbing will send their hardest routes yet. Before developing their “Rock Prodigy” method, 
the authors had stalled out at 5.11 for years. Today the two brothers both red point 5.14c and are approached by climbing 
coaches across the country for training advice. Every copy includes a training log to help track your progression.

ROCK PRODIGY PACKAGES
PULLEY KIT  22811-600 $36.95
EXPERT PACKAGE 22816 $149.95
ELITE PACKAGE 22817 $184.95

ROCK PRODIGY FORGE
New dimensions in difficulty and ergonomics

22820 $119.95

The Rock Prodigy Forge uses the same principles that make 
the RP Training Center so effective and adds new dimensions 
of difficulty and ergonomics. New features include: a dedicated 
closed-crimp grip with thumb support, all-new edge profiles, drafted 
pockets, steeper slopers and a smoother texture throughout. 
All hold dimensions are different from the RP Training Center, 
making it the perfect addition to your training arsenal.

ROCK PRODIGY TRAINING CENTER
Precise training for real results

22830 $129.95

For the updated 2016 Rock Prodigy Training Center, we used a totally new 
development method, pioneered with the Rock Prodigy Forge. The result is a 
more gentle and consistent texture throughout and even more precise control 
of production tolerances.  You’ll find more support under the small crimp 
grip and a bumper on the pinch so it’s easier to place your fingers quickly on 
each set. All hold dimensions and angles are identical to the original Rock 
Prodigy Training Center, making it a great option for users of any ability.

p. Drew Eakins

TRAINING

TRAINING

ROCK PRODIGY TIMER APP

This app simplifies your workout with timers based 
on the Rock Climber’s Training Manual protocol 
and the Rock Prodigy series of hangboards.

BASIC VERSION   FREE! 
PREMIUM    $2.99

UPDATED

UPDATED
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PHASE
Lightweight, easy clipping, and a large rope bearing surface

12 CM QUICKDRAW  22 KN - 67 G 24081-12 $14.95
18 CM QUICKDRAW  22 KN - 69 G  24081-18 $15.95
ALPINE DRAW  22 KN - 80 G  24089 $20.00
12 CM QUICKDRAW (6 PK)   24681 $86.00
ALPINE DRAW (4 PK)   24489 $78.00

What Phase are you in? Whatever it may be, the Phase draws are designed for it all. 
Lightweight, easy clipping, and a large rope bearing surface make this the perfect 
all arounder. Whether you do it all or aspire to, the Phase is the quickdraw for you. 

REACT
Low weight, easy handling - allowing you to focus on your reaction  
    
12 CM QUICKDRAW 22 KN - 113 G 24063-12 $18.95
17 CM QUICKDRAW 22 KN - 119 G 24063-17 $19.50
12 CM QUICKDRAW (6 PK)   24663 $112.95

When climbing at your personal limit, the send comes down to how you 
react to everything involved. The movement, the rock texture, and the 
building pump in your forearms are only a few parts of the equation. 
React Carabiners and Quickdraws are designed for low weight and easy 
handling allowing you to focus on your reaction, not your gear. 

SPORT CLIMBING PACKAGE
The essential kit

24113 $189.95

Whether you’re new to leading or replacing old gear, Trango’s Sport Climbing 
Package has the essentials you need, including: 10 Phase 12cm Quickdraws,  
4 React Screwlocks, and 2 60cm Low Bulk Slings.  

TRANGO STEEL QUICKDRAWS
BLUE STEEL 12 CM DRAW 22 KN  24101-12 $17.50
BLUE STEEL 17 CM DRAW  22 KN  24101-17 $17.95

At crags where leaving draws hanging is common and accepted, aluminum 
carabiners wear surprisingly fast, but permanently fixing all-steel draws on 
a route is a big decision and investment. Blue Steel Quickdraws bridge that 
gap by offering easy installation, a durable steel wiregate, and an easily 
replaceable dogbone. These are designed for short term installations at popular 
crags where hanging draws earn a route an instant bump in popularity.

FIRST BOLT 12 CM DRAW 22 KN  24091-12 $18.95

Trango’s First Bolt Quickdraw extends the life of all your quickdraws. The rope 
causes the most wear and tear on the first draw you clip because it runs at a 
sharp angle compared to higher draws. The unique graphics make this draw 
obvious when you need it, and the steel wiregate can handle the extra abuse.

GYM QUICKDRAW     22 KN  24077 $15.75

The Trango Gym Quickdraw offers long-lasting, easy-handling performance 
for semi-permanent installations. The large and easy-to-clip wiregate and 
burly 10 mm Quicklink are made from corrosion resistant plated steel, 
and the thick nylon dogbone (17 CM) is built for prolonged use. 

QUICKDRAWS

Melissa Love climbs into the light on Darkeness at Noon (13a). Smith Rock, OR. p. Jeff Rueppel.
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REACT
Low weight, easy handling - allowing you 
to focus on your reaction 

REACT STRAIGHT 25 KN - 45 G   23064  $7.95
REACT BENT 25 KN - 45 G   23065  $7.95
REACT SCREWLOCK 25 KN - 50 G   23066  $9.50

SUPERFLY
Lightweight and proven design

SCREWLOCK  24 KN - 43 G 23096  $8.50 

The clipability and deep basket of the SuperFly Screwlock makes this carabiner a 
must-have for the weight and performance conscious. It’s large enough for gloved use 
and has great action, and the lightweight can quickly shave ounces from your rack.

 

STEEL
Handling and durability

STEEL WIREGATE  30 KN   23073  $6.55
QUICKLINK 10MM  30 KN   23078       $3.75

The Steel Wiregate combines excellent handling with extreme durability. The plated 
steel material is highly resistant to corrosion and wear from rope abrasion, and the 
steel pin keeps it oriented correctly no matter what kind of quickdraw you use. The pin 
is easy to set in place, and it can be left off if you don’t need it. 

The 10mm Quicklink is built with durability in mind. The oversized diameter adds an 
extra margin of safety for installations that will remain in place for an extended time, 
and the plated steel is highly corrosion resistant.

REGULOCK
Excellent handling, durability, and strength at a budget friendly price 

REGULOCK HMS AUTOLOCK      23 KN - 91 G 23088    $12.95
REGULOCK HMS SCREWLOCK 23 KN - 87 G  23087  $9.95

The Regulock HMS offers massive gate clearance in a standard-sized HMS. It 
provides excellent handling, durability, and strength at a budget-friendly price – 
whether you use it for a belay ‘biner, a top rope set-up, or anything in between. 

PHASE
The perfect all arounder
 
BENT WIRE  24 KN - 30 G 23102  $5.95
STRAIGHT WIRE GREY (STD) 24 KN - 30 G 23103-501  $5.95
STRAIGHT WIRE BLACK 24 KN - 30 G 23103-500  $5.95
STRAIGHT WIRE BLUE 24 KN - 30 G 23103-300  $5.95
STRAIGHT WIRE GREEN 24 KN - 30 G 23103-200  $5.95
STRAIGHT WIRE ORANGE 24 KN - 30 G 23103-600  $5.95
STRAIGHT WIRE PURPLE 24 KN - 30 G 23103-700  $5.95
STRAIGHT WIRE RED  24 KN - 30 G 23103-100  $5.95
STRAIGHT WIRE YELLOW 24 KN - 30 G 23103-400  $5.95
RACK PACK     23103-96  $35.50
MEGA RACK PACK     23103-98  $46.95

< bent wire

CARABINERS

Adam Sanders and Jeff Giddings swim in a sea of rock on Birds of Fire (5.11a R, 9 pitches), RMNP, CO. p. Peter Jans and Adam Sanders
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FLEXCAM 
Lightweight, versatile, and bomber, Flexcams 
should be on everyone’s rack
  
#1 8 KN - 56 G  21210-0-01 $49.95 
#2 9 KN - 65 G  21210-0-02 $49.95
#3 9 KN - 72 G  21210-0-03 $49.95
#4 9 KN - 80 G  21210-0-04 $49.95
#5 12 KN - 121 G  21210-0-05 $49.95
#6 12 KN - 127 G  21210-0-06 $49.95
#7 12 KN - 141 G  21210-0-07 $54.95
#8 12 KN - 179 G  21210-0-08 $54.95
#9 12 KN - 232 G  21210-0-09 $59.95

RANGE: 12-18 MM, 0.5-0.7 IN 
RANGE: 16-22 MM, 0.6-0.9 IN
RANGE: 20-28 MM, 0.8-1.1 IN
RANGE: 24-35 MM, 1-1.4 IN
RANGE: 27-44 MM, 1.1-1.7 IN
RANGE: 33-55 MM, 1.3-2.2 IN
RANGE: 42-69 MM, 1.6-2.7 IN
RANGE: 52-86 MM, 2.1-3.4 IN
RANGE: 63-108 MM, 2.5-4.3 IN

BALLNUTZ
Thin-crack protection at its finest
  
#1 7 KN - 29 G  21100-0-01 $39.95 
#2 8 KN - 39 G  21100-0-02 $39.95
#3 8 KN - 48 G  21100-0-03  $39.95
#4 8 KN - 61 G  21100-0-04 $39.95
#5 8 KN - 73 G  21100-0-05  $39.95
SET OF 5  21100-0-99  $189.95  

RANGE: 3-6 MM, 0.12-0.24 IN
RANGE: 4.5-9 MM, 0.18-0.35 IN
RANGE: 6-12 MM, 0.24-0.47 IN
RANGE: 8-14 MM, 0.35-0.51 IN
RANGE: 10.5-18 MM, 0.43-0.59 IN

BIG BRO
The gold standard for wide crack protection

#1 12 KN - 154 G  21400-0-01 $88.95
#2 12 KN - 190 G  21400-0-02 $93.95
#3 12 KN - 246 G  21400-0-03 $104.95
#4 12 KN - 338 G  21400-0-04 $124.95

RANGE: 81-109 MM, 3.2-4.3 IN
RANGE: 101-145 MM, 4-5.7 IN
RANGE:135-203 MM, 5.3-8 IN
RANGE: 191-305 MM, 7.5-12 IN

CHOCKSTONES
Achieve exceptionally secure placements through 
their classic curved design and stability groove

#1 2 KN - 5 G  21511-00-1 $9.99
#2 2 KN - 6 G  21511-00-2 $9.99
#3 4 KN - 15 G  21511-00-3 $9.99
#4 6 KN - 16 G  21511-00-4 $9.99
#5 8 KN - 26 G  21511-00-5 $9.99
#6 12 KN -27 G  21511-00-6 $9.99
#7 12 KN - 32 G  21511-00-7 $9.99
#8 12 KN - 35 G  21511-00-8 $9.99
#9 12 KN - 43 G  21511-00-9 $9.99
#10 12 KN - 51 G  21511-00-10 $9.99
#11 12 KN - 64 G  21511-00-11 $9.99
SET OF 11  21511-0-99 $109.95

RANGE: 3.8/9.9 MM, 0.15/0.38 IN 
RANGE: 4.7/10.8 MM, 0.18/0.42 IN 
RANGE: 5.9/12.1 MM, 0.23/0.47 IN  
RANGE: 7.6/13.2 MM, 0.31/0.52 IN 
RANGE: 9.3/14.4 MM, 0.37/0.57 IN 
RANGE: 11.1/16.5 MM, 0.43/0.65 IN 
RANGE: 13.3/18.9 MM, 0.52/0.74 IN 
RANGE: 15.9/21.4 MM, 0.62/0.84 IN 
RANGE: 19.1/28.1 MM, 0.75/1.10 IN 
RANGE: 22/31.6 MM, 0.86/1.24 IN 
RANGE: 25.3/36.1 MM, 0.99/1.42 IN 

PROTECTION

PROTECTION

Ethan Pringle belays Delaner Miller on the second pitch of The Wisdom (11d R), Eldorado Canyon, CO. p. Caveman Collective
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COSMIC HARNESS 
A great OSFA minimalist harness

OSFA 375 G  27201 $44.95  
   

DOUBLE RACK
Your best friend on big walls and other 
chest harness applications

OSFA  444 G  27002 $51.95 

SPEED ADJUST GYM HARNESS
Simple, safe and easy to use  
   
OSFA 325 G  27302-00   $49.95  
 

GYM HARNESS
The perfect solution for beginners  
and program use  
   
STANDARD 386 G  27301-00 $44.95 
TITAN XXXL 482 G  27301-08 $59.95  
  

LIBERTY HARNESS 
Comfortable, durable, and 
versatile harness

(S/M) 428 G  27401-0-02 $69.95
(L/XL) 463 G  27401-0-04 $69.95 
   

JUNIOR HARNESS  
Safety, comfort, and adjustability
are unparalleled   
   
OSFA 385 G  27101 $54.95 

HARNESSES AND SLINGS
ALPINE AIDER
Lightweight, compact and versatile, 
our Alpine Aider will make your life 
easier in the mountains 

3 STEP 26503  $32.95  
   

SIMPLE SLING 
Simple, comfortable, strong 

50 CM 26017-50   $12.95 
60 CM 26017-60   $12.95  
  

NYLON SLINGS
Durability and abrasion 
resistance at a great price

30 CM  26615-030 $3.50
60 CM  26615-060 $4.50
120 CM 26615-120 $6.95

LOW BULK SLINGS
Full-size confidence in 
a compact design

30 CM (YELLOW) 26612-030      $6.00
60 CM (ORANGE)  26612-060       $8.50
120 CM (RED) 26612-120      $14.95

   
   

TOUGH DOGBONES
Performance-oriented and 
ready for your next project

TOUGH 12 CM 26317-12      $4.95
TOUGH 17 CM 26317-17       $5.50

LOW BULK DOGBONES
Full-size confidence in a compact design

11 MM X 12 CM         26312-12         $4.00 
11 MM X 18 CM         26312-18         $5.00

NEW

Georgie Abel pulling pockets on When I was a Young Girl, I had me a Cowboy (13a), Wild Iris, WY. Photo: Adam Sanders
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HELMETS AND ICE GEAR

ICE AXE COVERS
29102 $6.95    
 

RAPTOR MIXED PICK
Ice and mixed pick for the Raptor

134 G  29104 $37.00

RAPTOR ICE PICK
Ice specific pick for the Raptor

134 G 29107 $37.00

RAPTOR WEIGHT
65 G 29105 $15.00 

RAPTOR ICE TOOL 
627 G  29003 $174.95

The Raptor is a top of the line 
ice and mixed tool. The grip is 
one-piece molded rubber for 
comfort, durability and reduced 
fatigue. The pick penetrates 
the hardest ice, cleans easily, 
and comes with removable 
weights for added versatility. 
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SICURO HELMET
A tough, adjustable helmet, ideal for 
any type of climbing endeavor

375 G 25003-300 $59.95

The Sicuro Helmet protects you 
and keeps you comfortable with a 
two part hybrid design and quick 
adjustment features. A durable hard-
shell exterior deflects falling objects 
while interior foam absorbs impacts. 
Micro-adjustments are easy with the 
quick-adjust dial and four headlamp 
clips keep you climbing after dark.

ZENITH HELMET 
A lightweight, high performance 
helmet that can withstand the 
challenges you throw at it 

265 G 25001 $99.95

     
   

HELMETS AND ICE GEAR
NEW

Skiy DeTray takes in a rare moment of clear weather on the Northeast Buttress of Tawache with a backdrop of the South Face 
of Everest and Nupste. He would go on to make the first ascent of Into the Light (1500m, AI5 M6 R). p. Justin Griffin
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TRANGO OBED HAT
GREEN 22907-200 $19.95
BLACK 22907-500 $19.95
BROWN 22907-800 $19.95
CAMO 22907-900 $19.95

SHIRTS
MEN’S RIFLE T 22904-300-XX $19.95 
WOMEN’S RIFLE V  22905-300-XX $19.95
TENAYA CANYON T  22906-501-XX $19.95

BEANIES
ZION  22908-300 $14.00
SINKS POM  22909-300 $16.00

Men’s Rifle T

Women’s Rifle V

Tenaya Canyon T

APPAREL

APPAREL

Alex Johnson takes a lap on Hang Fire (12a), Fossil Hill, WY. p. Adam Sanders



COVER: Drew Ruana makes his way up the FA of Assassin (14d), now the toughest route at Smith Rock. p. Tara Kerzhner.  
ABOVE: Chris Barlow bouldering in Patagonia. p. Justin Talbot

GREAT TRANGO HOLDINGS, INC.
740 S PIERCE AVE #15
LOUISVILLE, CO 80027
800-860-3653
trango.com

www.trango.com
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